We present a multiresolutional algorithm that segments a compound document and uses the results of the segmentation for document enhancement in copier applications. The document is initially segmented into halftone and non-halftone areas. Based on this segmentation the location of the edges due to text, graphics, and images (and not due to halftone dots) are detected on halftone as well as on non-halftone portions. We further detect constant-tone regions within non-halftone areas for subsequent bleed-through removal applications. Edge enhancement on detected edges and descreening on detected halftones are carried out. The algorithm can detect general halftones over regions of arbitrary sizes and shapes, and it can be straightforwardly adjusted for operation at various dpi resolutions. We obtain high detection probabilities on compound multilingual documents containing halftones and fine text. The proposed enhancement stage is tolerant of segmentation errors providing robust performance for the remaining problem cases. Our main contribution is the accomplishment of these tasks with a single pass algorithm that is computationally very simple and that requires less than 1% of full page memory, with active memory requirements less than .02% of full page memory. The operation of the algorithm can be imagined as a very thin line (of thickness the size of a "full-stop" in 11pt text) that rapidly scans an input page while simultaneously producing an output page.
Introduction
The quest for high quality in everyday copying applications has led to increased sophistication in scanners and printers. In particular, the desire for high quality text and graphics output has forced modern scanners and printers to operate at 600 and higher dpi resolutions even on basic document applications. However, the associated increases in the costs of these devices leaves little room for the expense of signal processing algorithms which must still accomplish high quality output in an automated mode of operation. The result is a direct need for compound document processing techniques of very low computational and memory complexity.
The constraint for very low cost algorithms is in part alleviated by the high resolution devices that make up a copier. Modern scanners with low noise sensors and printers with precision dot placement no longer necessitate very high performance signal processing for noise removal, deblurring, etc. On the other hand, as shown in Figure 1 , halftone dots in the input become much more pronounced in high resolutions and there is an important need for high performance descreening of input halftone regions in order to combat possible Moiré artifacts that are introduced if such regions are printed unprocessed [1, 2, 3, 4] . Since descreening inherently involves low pass filtering [5] , it is critical to segment the scanned document to its constituent halftone and non-halftone regions in order not to corrupt high resolution text and graphics with low pass filtering. Accomplishing this segmentation and combining it with error tolerant descreening and enhancement in a very low complexity environment are the main contributions of this paper. Figure 2 outlines the placement of the algorithm proposed in this paper inside a copier pipeline. The data coming in from the scanner is labeled, descreened, and enhanced. The processed data is output together with the detected per-pixel labels. The labels comprise an extra channel in the output stream that we term the "X channel". This is done to aid further operations in the printing pipeline that may benefit from the labeling (such as the adaptive determination of printer halftone screens [6, 5] , resolution improvement operations [7] , etc.) Of course the RGB data stream is exemplary and the algorithm of this paper can operate on other types of color documents as well as on grayscale documents and on black and white input. Table 1 illustrates the per-pixel labels (X field) detected at the labeling stage of the algorithm.
Algorithm Architecture
Observe that the algorithm makes no attempt at distinguishing among edges due to text, graphics, images, etc. Our primary application is the accomplishment of the labeling and enhancement for a copier pipeline. We note however that the results of the algorithm can be used in conjunction with more sophisticated algorithms, such as optical character recognition, etc., to enable further document processing and segmentation [8] . Similarly, our labeling results can be used to derive other applications such as the compression of compound documents, etc. The same document scanned at (a) 150 dpi, (b) 300 dpi, and (c) 600 dpi. Images in (a) and (b) are scaled to 600 dpi by pixel replication for comparison. As the resolution increases, text and other edges get sharper but halftone dots also become more pronounced.
Note also that there are many other operations that are performed on the output stream as it progresses in the printing pipeline in Figure 2 . In some modular copying applications where the scanner and printer are well separated it is important that the deployment of the developed algorithm not require any changes in the printing pipeline. On the other hand in applications where scanner-side and printer-side algorithms are jointly designed the technique must be flexible enough not to curtail the possible savings introduced by the joint design. Our work provides this flexibility as it can operate on raw scanner output without requiring extra color correction (allowing separate scanner and printer color correction to be combined for computational savings) and the output X channel can be suppressed in modular applications. The developed algorithm can thus be incorporated scanner-side or printer-side which gives a system designer freedom to best take advantage of cost, complexity, and performance tradeoffs. FINE EDGE A detected edge pixel over a non halftone region in the document.
COARSE EDGE A detected edge pixel over a halftone region in the document.
HALFTONE
A detected (non-edge) halftone pixel in the document.
CONSTANT TONE A detected constant-tone pixel over a non halftone region in the document.
OTHER
Marks all the remaining pixels in the document. Table 1 : Detected labels making up the X field. Detected edges are those that are determined to be due to image edges, text, graphics, etc., and not due to halftone dots.
The algorithm is designed to operate in a "banded" fashion, i.e., only a few number of rows are stored in memory and all processing is done on the stored rows. As shown in Figure 3 , this band of stored rows moves over the input, creating one row of output for each row of input. However the algorithm is not limited to banded processing. The shaded portion inside the band in Figure  3 denotes the active region which itself slides from left to right within the stored band as the columns in the band are processed. At any point in the processing loop only information that is within this active region is utilized. The limited extent of this region helps curb the active memory requirements of the algorithm and also allows integration within systems that perform block-based rather than band-based processing. Depending on the various parameters the number of stored rows changes. For the 600 dpi examples in this paper, the algorithm stores 17 rows and the active region corresponds to approximately 17 × 257 = 4, 369 pixels. Compared to full page memory at 600 dpi given by 8.5 × 11 × 600 × 600 = 33, 660, 000 pixels, in banded operation the algorithm requires storage on three buffers over 17 × 8.5 × 600 = 86, 700 pixels which is about 0.8% of full page memory. The active region used by the algorithm is about 0.01% of full page memory. Thus the thickness of the rows stored by the algorithm (i.e., the size of the band in row dimension) is comparable to the size of a "full-stop" in 11pt or 12pt text.
It is very important to note that we only perform a single pass on the input and once the band . . . reaches the bottom of the input page, the output page (the enhanced input and the X field) is ready upto a few rows of delay. One can thus imagine the operation of this algorithm as a very thin line that rapidly scans an input page while simultaneously producing an output page. The memory and memory-bandwidth requirements of the algorithm are minimal thanks to banded operation with small active memory. This architecture, in conjunction with the utilized low complexity algorithms, allows very fast processing at a very low cost.
Basic Idea
The algorithm is multiresolutional and does processing on the input (fine scale) and the low pass filtered version of the input (coarse scale). Edge detection is done at the two resolutions to mark "coarse edges" on the low pass filtered image and "fine edges" on the original image ( Figure 4 shows a simplified schematic of the labeling process). With the low pass filter chosen to suppress most of the halftone, we rely on the edge detection on the low pass filtered image marking most of the real edges (due to image edges, text, graphics, etc.), while fine edge detection marks the real edges and halftone dots. All locations that are marked as fine edges but not as coarse edges serve as initial estimates of halftone dots (the result C in Figure 4 ). Such locations are counted around each pixel and the result thresholded in order to determine halftone pixels. Coarse edges on detected halftone regions and fine edges on non-halftone regions make up two of the labels in the X field. We also calculate the variance around each non-halftone pixel to determine if that pixel is over a constant-tone region. As a result of this process we have the five possible labels in Table 1 . Once labeling is done, straightforward edge enhancement is carried out on detected coarse and fine edge pixels and descreening is accomplished by low pass filtering the halftone pixels. If desired, simple bleed-through removal is applied. We strive to reuse computations in the enhancement stage which thus shares some of the computational results of the labeling stage.
Previous Work and Outline of the Paper
Previous work in the literature mainly concentrates on region classification on documents that have been pre-segmented to their constituent regions. Each one of the pre-segmented regions are classified into various classes and the segmentation is typically delegated to sophisticated and computationally complex document analysis algorithms (see for e.g., [8] ). Observe that regardless of how simple the region classification is, such approaches demand at least two passes on the data resulting in significant memory and memory-bandwidth requirements. Furthermore the overall operation of presegmentation and classification may still require considerable computation. These pre-segmentation requiring methods range from simple techniques such as [9] , which uses an "α-crossing" technique for detecting halftone regions, and [10] , which operates on binary only documents and detects halftone regions using predefined masks, to the more elaborate and computationally complex [1] , which utilizes Fourier transforms and tuned directional bandpass filters for texture analysis and halftone detection. The efficacy of these techniques depends on the accuracy of the initial segmentation and the simple techniques given by [9, 10] are sensitive to the the type and size of halftone dots in addition to other limitations. Observe also that the simple techniques effectively pit halftone and text regions against one another by basing the identification decision on complex statistics (the alternative hypothesis are text, halftone, non-halftone, etc.) By subtracting most of the influence of real document edges, the segmentation and identification decisions in this work are based on simple statistics (the alternative hypothesis are halftone and non-halftone). Our method is thus much more robust to the selection of thresholds, to the density of text in the various regions, to the type of text characters, etc. Other work that tries to identify halftones by detecting periodicities is limited to input documents containing certain types of halftones. Moreover one must be assured that periodicities in the original halftone are sufficiently preserved after the colorspace change due to the scan of the original printed halftone (for e.g., CMYK to RGB). Techniques that try to detect real document edges that are not due to halftone dots by using edge continuity analysis (see for e.g., [11] ) are severely sensitive to thresholds since disconnected halftone dots may appear connected depending on the threshold used in edge detection.
Among work that combines segmentation and region identification, [12] considers binary documents and accomplishes fast segmentation by block based subsampling or reduction of the document. This method is restricted to binary documents and requires full page memory. Two similar techniques that are applicable for color documents are introduced in [2, 3] . These techniques utilize wavelet and wavelet packet transforms respectively. In addition, both of these methods require Fourier transforms. Thus, similar to [1] , they are much more computationally complex than the present paper especially at high resolutions.
Compared to earlier work the present paper combines segmentation and region classification into one seamless labeling stage that is accomplished jointly with descreening and enhancement in a single pass algorithm of comparatively negligible computational complexity, memory, and memorybandwidth requirements. Our technique is fully automated, it is applicable to general compound documents, and it can handle a multitude of halftone types over regions of arbitrary sizes and shapes. While we will use the term "halftone dots" throughout this document it will be clear that our method can be used to detect other types of halftones as well. The proposed work can handle multilingual documents and it is effective on compound documents with text characters containing fine strokes. Section 2 describes the two stages of the main algorithm. Details of the labeling stage are discussed in Section 2.1 and the enhancement stage is elaborated in Section 2.2. Simulation results showing the efficacy of the stages as well as the integration of the two stages are described in Section 3. Section 4 examines the computational complexity of the algorithm followed by Section 5 of concluding remarks.
Main Algorithm
The algorithm maintains three main buffers that store information corresponding to pixels that are within the band of Figure 3 . These buffers store relevant portions of the input image, the low pass filtered version of these portions, and finally per-pixel labels that have been assigned to these portions. Each stage of the algorithm is described in a section with the results of the stage illustrated on an example document. Color channels in the input document are processed in turn. The primary target of the algorithm is 600 dpi processing but in order to demonstrate the flexibility of the algorithm we also mention how the various parameter values can be adjusted to other dpi resolutions. As will be seen throughout, there are places where the algorithm makes small labeling mistakes. While many of these mistakes can be corrected using straightforward processing, such as median filtering, region completion, etc., it is important to note that the utilized enhancement methods are robust to these errors, making special processing for these corner cases redundant.
The algorithm is based around the simple observation that the main information in documents is meant to be visible to human observers viewing the documents from a certain distance [13, 1, 14] . Hence the coarse resolution image should contain the bulk of this information and it can be used to identify the information bearing portions at the fine resolution. This allows us to subtract most of the influence of real document edges, obtained with the help of the coarse resolution, and base segmentation and identification decisions on simple statistics where the alternative hypothesis are halftone and non-halftone. In contrast, traditional techniques have to base statistical decisions on complex statistics where they have to distinguish among real document edges, non-halftone areas, and halftone areas. Depending on the language, characters, fonts, etc., text and halftone regions can have remarkably similar statistics which limits the robustness of these methods. Our algorithm is much more robust and it is applicable over a variety of text and graphics regions since most of the visual information that is meant to be seen in the input document never enters the statistical decision process to cause mistakes. Similarly, our algorithm has robustness in terms of the types of halftones it can detect since, loosely speaking, we primarily locate halftones as regions that have densely packed but invisible information.
The two stages of the algorithm are discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. We will see that the algorithm is primarily based around the labeling stage discussed in Section 2.1, with the enhancement stage strongly coupled to labeling for added robustness and computational simplicity. In what follows let S(i, j), i = 0, . . . , N − 1, j = 0, . . . , M − 1 denote a color channel in the original input.
Labeling Stage
The algorithm uses a set of internal labels that are assigned to pixels through independent classification stages that operate on each color channel of the input. A buffer maintains the results of the independent classifications and these results are combined at the final decision stage to assign a final label for all the color channels in each pixel. Observe that until the final decision stage, a pixel may have several attached labels for each color channel.
Low Pass Filtering:
The input is initially low pass filtered to yield a coarse resolution image as illustrated in Figure 5 via
where denotes convolution and G(i, j) is the utilized low pass filter. As mentioned earlier, the (a) (b) Figure 5 : (a) Original at 600 dpi and (b) low pass filtered.
algorithm performs edge detection on the low pass filtered data to determine the locations of the real document edges. Hence it becomes important for the low pass filter to suppress the halftone dots that are present in the document to the degree that these dots are not falsely detected during coarse edge detection. Another issue in the choice of the filter concerns the alignment of detected edges. Since edge detection at coarse and fine scales are used in halftone detection, the detected edges at the two scales should align in order to avoid complex logic in the implementation.
We meet the second requirement by using symmetric, zero-delay filters. This also reduces the number of multiplications that are required to calculate the filtered value. The first requirement is not as constraining on the design and the robustness of the design as it may appear at a first glance. Clearly, halftones need only be detected in the input to the degree that they are likely to cause Moiré artifacts in the final printed output. Hence, intuitively, halftone-like features below a certain frequency need not be detected and therefore need not be suppressed by the filter 1 . Furthermore, the halftones present in the input document are designed to be invisible to observers viewing the document from a certain distance [13, 1, 14] . These factors allow straightforward decisions on the choice of the bandwidth of the filter based on the dpi resolution of operation. We have observed very good performance using a symmetric Gaussian filter with the bandwidth chosen at 600 dpi and where this bandwidth is adjusted linearly for other target dpi resolutions. For example if the standard deviation of the Gaussian filter is set to σ g = 2 at 600 dpi, then the standard deviation of the filter at 300 dpi is set to 1, etc. Note that since a copier device is expected to operate at a fixed set of resolutions, one can also utilize different filters for each resolution with the filter bandwidths adjusted using a training set at each resolution.
All the 600 dpi results in this paper utilize a symmetric, separable, 7 × 7 Gaussian filter of standard deviation σ g = 2.
Coarse Edge Detection:
After low pass filtering, coarse edge detection is carried out on the low pass filtered image using straightforward edge detection ( Figure 6 ). In order to combat the rare occurrence of unsuppressed halftone dots being detected as edges, the detected edge labels are processed to remove mistakes that manifest themselves as an isolated pixel labeled as an edge. This last step is typically only required if the input is expected to contain very low frequency halftones but in a limited fashion it also serves to reduce the dependency on the threshold used in the edge detection.
The edge detection threshold is adjusted experimentally so that most of the real edges in documents are detected. The threshold is clearly dependent on the color contrast characteristics of the scanner and whether color correction has been done on the scanned data. The examples in this paper are on raw scanner output with no color correction. For the examples we have utilized the directional edge filters given by
for horizontal and vertical edge detection respectively. The absolute values of results of filtering with these filters was thresholded using the threshold T thick = 3 at 600 dpi (300 dpi processing uses the same threshold). An edge is declared if the absolute value output of either of the filters passes the threshold, i.e., given
there is a coarse edge at pixel (i, j) in the representative channel if A(i, j) = 1 where
One of the key problems in the enhancement of edges over halftones is the thickness of the detected edges. Often times, it may be desirable to restrict enhancement to "thinned" edges whereas halftone decisions are still made with the "thick" labels. In order to accommodate such enhancement concerns we actually utilize two thresholds and distinguish between thick and thin coarse edges using two labels, i.e., a pixel that passes both thresholds is marked as thick and thin. Thick edges are utilized in halftone decisions whereas, as we will see, a selective combination of thick and thin edges are utilized in enhancement as discussed in Section 2.1.3. The larger threshold we have used to mark thin edges is given by T thin = 7 at 600 dpi (T thin = 11 at 300 dpi).
Extension of Thin Coarse Edges:
As pointed out in Section 2.1.1 there is a need to distinguish between thick and thin coarse edges in order to accommodate enhancement concerns. While halftone detection proceeds by utilizing thick coarse edges, i.e., the determination of halftones utilizes the small edge detection threshold T thick , applying the enhancement process to the identified thick coarse edges produces low quality results. This is because detection with the small threshold T thick is not very good at identifying the precise location of coarse edges. Thin edge labeling with the larger threshold T thin is much more accurate in determining these locations, however with the unfortunate tendency to miss details which is again a concern in the enhancement. Figure 7 shows the coarse edge detection on a schematic text character. As shown in Figure 7 (b), coarse edge detection with the large threshold (thin coarse edges) can miss some salient edges which may cause problems in edge enhancement over halftone regions. On the other hand, in Figure  7 (c) we can see that coarse edge detection with the small threshold (thick coarse edges) tends to mark too many pixels around edges, which is also a concern if enhancement is to be restricted to thick coarse edges in halftone regions.
In this section our aim is to extend the detected thin edges in such a fashion to include the missed edges. This is accomplished by identifying thick edges that are close to two or more detected thin edges (i.e., close to those passing the threshold T thin ) as shown in Figure 7 (d) and as discussed below. The identified pixels are treated as thin coarse edges in enhancement (Figure 7 (e) ). Observe that the results of this process only affects enhancement stages since halftone detection effectively utilizes both thin and thick coarse edges.
Around each thin coarse edge pixel, we use a temporary label to mark a symmetric (+/−N prox ) rectangular proximity region of size (2N prox + 1) × (2N prox + 1) pixels. Then, given a thick coarse edge pixel, we check N prox pixels to the pixel's immediate left to see if all are marked with the temporary label. A similar check is performed on N prox pixels to the immediate right, above, and below. The pixel is then activated, i.e., labeled as a "secondary" thin edge pixel, if all four proximity checks pass and the pixel itself is marked with the temporary label. The "secondary" labeling is implemented in a fashion to ensure that only the threshold-passing thin edges are used in the proximity testing. Of course, in the enhancement stage secondary thin edges are treated as thin edges and undergo enhancement.
Clearly, setting N prox to a large number would invoke the risk of broadening thin edges significantly on dense text regions where different text characters are at close proximity. N prox is thus set to a small number, N prox = 3 at 600 dpi, so that the procedure results in the broadening of thick edges only to the extent that helps the detection of missed salient edges (setting N prox = 3 also provides good performance at 300 dpi).
Fine Edge Detection:
Fine edge detection (Figure 8 ) is again established through the filters in Equation (2) via
and there is a fine edge at pixel (i, j) in the representative channel if B(i, j) = 1 where
The threshold we have used for the examples in this paper is set to T f ine = 15 at 600 dpi (T f ine = 15 also at 300 dpi). 
Halftone Detection:
Halftone detection starts by identifying all the pixels that are marked as fine edges (Figure 8 (b) ) but not as coarse edges (Figure 6 (b) ). With the symmetric, zero-delay filters utilized in Section 2.1.1 this determination is reduced to straightforward point-wise logic. Using Equations (4) and (6) we obtain Figure 9 illustrates the results for the example document. While this serves as an initial estimate of the halftone dots it is clear that this process alone cannot mark halftone regions. As can be seen in Figure 9 , there are pixels on the halftone side that are not marked and there are those in the non-halftone side that are marked. The latter pixels typically correspond to locations where coarse edge detection has failed to mark detail structure on a real document edge.
In order to determine whether a pixel is over a halftone region or not, we implement a rectangular counting neighborhood around the pixel (Figure 10 (a) ) and count the number of locations that are marked in the initial estimate. We compare this count to a threshold T cnt which determines the minimum halftone density over the neighborhood. If the count is above the threshold then the pixel around which the count is established is a suspected halftone pixel, however, as we will see below, the constraints that affect the selection of the threshold T cnt and the size and shape of the counting neighborhood need to be accounted for before a full determination.
By nature of the banded operation the neighborhood used in the count is necessarily larger over columns then it is over rows (this follows since the algorithm tries to store as few rows as possible). The length of this neighborhood over columns effectively determines the length of the active region in Figure 3 . At 600 dpi we utilize a symmetric total length of N h,col = 2 × 128 + 1 = 257 pixels over the columns around the current pixel. At 300 dpi this is reduced to a total of N h,col = 2×64+1 = 129 pixels over the columns around the current pixel. The maximum size of the neighborhood over rows is set to 11 pixels. cannot be set too high. As illustrated for Case 1, there are halftone pixels whose neighborhoods overlap detected coarse edges and too high a threshold will cause a miss over such pixels. Since coarse edge detection will invariably miss detail features in real edges, say over text-on-non-halftone portions of the document, counting only over pixels that are not coarse edges and using a normalization scheme runs the risk of incorrectly labeling portions of real edges over non-halftone regions as halftone. One thus needs to make do with a reasonably small threshold, however, as seen on Case 2 and Case 3, setting a small threshold may result in a false layer of halftones around detected halftone regions. The thickness of this false layer will be particularly pronounced in column direction due to the choice of the geometry of the counting neighborhood (Case 3). We significantly reduce the thickness of this false layer by establishing two separate counts over two partial neighborhoods around the current pixel ( Figure 12 ). These two counts are also compared to a threshold T p,cnt (obtained by scaling down the main threshold in proportion to the area of the partial neighborhoods) and a halftone pixel is declared if and only if the full count is over the threshold T cnt , and at least one of the partial counts is also over T p,cnt . For the examples in this paper the column width of the partial neighborhoods is set to N p,col = 32 + 1 = 33 at 600 dpi and N p,col = 16 + 1 = 17 at 300 dpi. All of the counting is implemented with accumulator buffers in order to avoid spurious computations.
Constant Tone Detection:
Constant tones are detected by calculating the variance over two neighborhoods around each pixel. The choice of the neighborhoods is similar to the two partial counting neighborhoods used in halftone detection as illustrated in Figure 12 . This allows rapid transition in detection from other types of regions to constant-tone regions and vice versa. A constant-tone pixel is declared if the variance over either of the neighborhoods is below a threshold T const . The column width of the partial neighborhoods is set to N c,col = 64 + 1 = 65 at 600 dpi and scaled suitably for 300 dpi. The row width is the same as the halftone detection stage and it is set to N c,row = 11. The threshold T const is only loosely dependent on scanner characteristics and it is set to T const = 9 × 9 = 81 at both resolutions 2 .
Of course, establishing variance calculations over rectangular regions does not allow constant tones to be detected inside densely populated text regions. We therefore follow the above detection with an extension technique where non-halftone and non-edge pixels that are connected to an identified constant tone pixel and that are close in color (within √ T const ) are also marked as constant-tones. This enables seamless extension of constant-tones into text regions, however, as will be further discussed in the simulation section, a deficiency is that while regions around text characters will be correctly identified, the holes inside characters will be missed. The effects of this problem are negligible in our experiments as will be seen in Section 3.2.
Final Labeling:
For each pixel the assigned independent labels are first used to identify a single label for each color channel using Table 2. These individual labels are then combined to arrive at a final label. Observe that only the thin coarse edges are used in determining the coarse edge labels for each color channel and therefore the final overall label (see Sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 for a discussion.) The CONDITION 1 and 2 labels in Table 2 are used as discussed below in order to accommodate cases where a halftone is detected in one channel and a coarse edge in another (such as the case of green text over a red halftone region).
The final label that combines the labeling information for each channel is given as COARSE EDGE if any channel is marked COARSE EDGE or if one channel is marked HALFTONE and at least one other marked CONDITION 1 or 2. Otherwise, the final label is HALFTONE if any channel is marked as HALFTONE, else FINE EDGE if any channel is marked FINE EDGE or CONDITION 2, else CONSTANT TONE if all channels are marked CONSTANT TONE. If none of these conditions hold then the final label is OTHER. In what follows assume that the final label for pixel (i, j) is given as X(i, j). Table 2 : Labeling on each color channel. Each row contains a possible outcome of the independent labeling process (* indicates a don't care condition). The last column determines the label for the channel. Figure 13 illustrates the per-pixel labels obtained for the examples depicted in Figure 5 (a) and Figure 11 (a). Observe that the main segmentation of the various regions is accomplished correctly with some small mistakes due to various limitations that we have already discussed in the preceding sections. First note that the halftone segmentation in Figure 13 (a) is more accurate than in Figure 13 (b), which contains a false layer of halftone at the top of the halftone region. This is due to the structure of the halftone detection neighborhoods discussed in Section 2.1.5, and as can be seen, it is more pronounced in column direction then it is in row direction. With the partial neighborhoods set to N p,col = 33 pixels in 600 dpi as discussed in Section 2.1.5, the adverse effects of the false layer is typically marginal in conjunction with the error tolerant enhancement procedures discussed in Section 2.2. Also, as predicted in Section 2.1.6, the constant-tone regions do not extend to holes inside characters with such locations erroneously labeled as OTHER (for example see the inside of the text character "p" in Figure 13 (a) ). Further examples, properties, and limitations are discussed in Section 3.1.
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Enhancement and Descreening Stage
The enhancement and descreening stage primarily takes into account that the output device is a printer and targets an observation model that is more sensitive to low-pass frequency characteristics especially for the enhancement of coarse edges [14] . However, more elaborate techniques can be used for other scenarios. Enhancement proceeds on color channels independently except for final (a) (b) Figure 13 : Labeling for the examples in Figure 5 (a) and Figure 11 (a), shown as color coded images. Black regions correspond to fine edges, dark gray regions correspond to coarse edges on halftones, gray regions correspond to halftones, light gray regions correspond to constant tones, and white regions correspond to pixels labeled other.
normalization, where the computed enhancement differentials are jointly scaled to ensure that pixel values in each color channel remain within maximum and minimum limits. As will be discussed in detail in Section 3, some labeling mistakes are inevitable and an important property of this algorithm is the way it combines simple enhancement with the labeling to achieve very robust performance. A key property that allows this is the very similar methods used in the enhancement of coarse and fine edges. Another important property that is emphasized in the design is the sharing of computations between labeling and enhancement stages. We will see below that the low pass filtered data used in the labeling stage is reused in descreening and enhancement in conjunction with the detected labels. These factors contribute to a robust overall design of very low computational and memory complexity.
Let P (i, j) denote the representative channel in the output document.
Descreening of halftones:
Descreening is simply accomplished by outputting the already low pass filtered input values at all the pixels that have been labeled as halftone (Figure 14) , i.e., using equation (1) we have
This incurs minimal complexity.
Enhancement of fine edges:
At fine edges we utilize the well-known unsharp masking procedure by computing a sharpening term that is given by the input pixel value minus the already computed low pass filtered pixel value [15] , i.e., using equation (1) we have
This again incurs minimal complexity. The sharpening term is multiplied with a sharpening factor and then added to the original pixel value to determine the enhanced output at pixels labeled as fine edges (Figure 14 ).
Enhancement of coarse edges:
The enhancement of coarse edges is very similar to Section 2.2.2 and is carried out using unsharp masking. This time however, we utilize a small (3 × 3) low pass filter K(i, j) on the input to get
and the sharpening term is obtained as this value minus the already computed low pass filtered pixel value. The sharpening term is again multiplied with a sharpening factor and then added to the low pass filtered value to determine the enhanced output at pixels labeled as coarse edges
where we have again used equation (1) . For 600 dpi results in this paper the small low pass filter kernel is set to
.50
.25
However this filter should be tuned for optimum performance on the output printer.
As can be seen on the enhancement results in the halftone region in Figure 14 , the described enhancement process on coarse edges results in some visibility of halftone dots close to the edges. This is intentionally done to generate sharp output since halftone screened printouts of these enhanced results remove this visibility and further processing like the thinning of edges, and more sophisticated enhancement is not required for our applications.
Simple bleed-through Removal:
The very simple bleed-through removal method used in this paper is meant as an example use of the constant-tone labeling. It operates on constant-tone regions and starts by calculating a histogram of all the constant-tone pixels in the processed row (this is essentially at the top row stored by the algorithm). In order to avoid higher dimensional histograms we compute the histogram on a luminance-like channel or index obtained by averaging the pixel values in each color channel. For each bin in the histogram, we also store the average color of all pixels falling into that bin 3 . In order to ensure continuity this histogram is further averaged with a stored "previous" histogram (and its average colors), and the results utilized as well as stored for the processing of the next row.
We perform simple histogram segmentation and assign each segment in the histogram a single representative color given by the conditional average color. The color of the constant-tone pixels in the enhanced image are tested against these representative colors and those pixels with colors that are within a certain threshold (set to 2 √ T const ) of the corresponding segment's color are assigned the representative color.
Of course, the technique is only effective in removing bleed-through artifacts over regions marked as constant-tone. However, it is clear that at the expense of increased memory one can perform constant-tone labeling on halftone regions as well and carry out bleed-through removal on descreened data. With this simple technique one can overcome light bleed-through in extended constant-tone regions in the input where artifacts are the most visible. By tuning thresholds it is possible to combat more aggressive artifacts provided that the histogram segmentation can be done accurately.
Simulation Results
Labeling Simulation Results
The simulation examples in this section are devoted to a more formal study of the strengths and limitations of the proposed labeling approach.
We start the discussion with an example showing the robustness of the algorithm in detecting different types of halftones. Figure 15 illustrates performance on a document scanned at 600 dpi containing four halftoned sub-images. As illustrated on the right side of Figure 15 (a) , each of the four sub-images uses a different halftone screen. Observe in Figure 15 (b) that the labeling obtained by the algorithm is virtually insensitive to the changing halftone screens, and each of the four subimages is labeled in a similar fashion. Observe also that the main results of the labeling are correct except for the two identified problem cases. The algorithm makes two characteristic mistakes as shown with Case 1 and Case 2. Case 1 is the already identified situation of a false layer of halftones due to the structure of the halftone detection neighborhoods (Section 2.1.5). This case is only a problem if the layer is overlapping fine edges and adverse effects are similar to Case 3 problems that are discussed below and in detail in Section 3.2. Case 2 as identified in the figure and also in Figure 16 (b) corresponds to the situation of very dark or very light regions inside halftone regions. Such regions do not contain halftone dots and they will be missed if they are of appreciable size (as is the case in the figures) since our algorithm strives to keep the relevant neighborhood sizes to a minimum for the stated complexity, memory, and memory-bandwidth reasons. Of course, Case 2 mistakes have virtually no effect on the enhanced output since no halftone dots are present to cause artifacts. Regardless, if one is willing to incur extra costs, Case 2 errors can mostly be corrected by region analysis algorithms as these errors typically manifest themselves as constant-tone regions surrounded by detected halftones. The halftone portions in each document can be seen in detail on the (c) set of figures which are the hand-segmented ground truth separation of the page into halftone and non-halftone. In order to calculate quantitative detection probabilities with respect to the ground truth, we show the halftone and non-halftone segmentation of the documents as obtained by the algorithm in the (d) set. Of the five labels outputted by the algorithm "COARSE EDGE" and "HALFTONE" constitute pixels over halftone regions whereas the remaining three labels in the X field denote non-halftone pixels. By comparing the (c) and (d) set of figures the reader should note that the algorithm detects varying halftones with success.
In what follows we first discuss qualitative performance and examine quantitative detection probabilities at the end of the section. Figure 16 shows performance on a multilingual document containing halftones and fine text. For this document it is important to identify halftone regions as accurately as possible since mistakes may lead to loss of quality on fine text. Observe that the document includes fine text with detail strokes and the document is handled correctly except for the identified problems as discussed below (Figure 16 (b) ). In addition to earlier identified Case 1 and Case 2 problems, this document allows us to discuss Case 3 which is the situation where some fine text close to halftone regions is labeled as being inside halftone regions (see corresponding regions in Figures 16 (b), (c), and (d) ). The enhancement ramifications of this issue will be discussed in detail in Section 3.2 using Figure 19 , where we will see that our simple enhancement stage is robust to this problem. Case 3 problems typically arise when text characters containing very detailed strokes are close to halftone regions. The detailed strokes are missed by the coarse edge detector but not by the fine edge detector, and they thus enter the halftone counting process. The overall effect is that the main halftone counting neighborhood overlaps legitimate halftone regions and the main count passes T cnt . At the same time the partial neighborhoods count the missed fine detail, sometimes passing T p,cnt , resulting in false halftone decisions. Note however that this is only a problem if fine text is present very close to halftone regions. The final issue in this figure is a combination of Case 2 and Case 4. We defer the discussion of Case 4 to the next example where it is much more clearly illustrated. Figure 17 shows performance on a multilingual document having a very irregularly shaped halftone region. Observe in Figures 17 (b) , (c), and (d) that most of the halftone is correctly detected, and in particular, our algorithm which only operates over small neighborhoods is very successful in detecting the global segmentation. The main problem in this figure is as illustrated in Case 4 (Figure 17 (b) ) and corresponds to the situation where very small halftone regions are missed by the algorithm. Since the neighborhood sizes used by the algorithm are very small, the size of these missed regions are also expected to be small. As such, they typically pose insignificant problems in enhancement (Section 3.2). Figure 18 again shows performance on a document with an irregularly shaped halftone region. The interesting and challenging aspect of this document is that there is a smooth transition or gradation from non-halftone to halftone and vice versa (above and below the middle halftone region). Our algorithm not only detects the halftone regions correctly regardless of the gradation, but as we will see, our enhancement results on this document are also very robust to this effect. This figure contains Case 2 problems in the dark regions (not marked) but the main potential problem is as shown in Case 5 where we see fine text in a halftone to non-halftone transition area. Many techniques are rigid in their segmentation and enhancement decisions and such areas typically result in very visible abrupt transitions in their output. We will see in the enhancement section that this is not the case for our algorithm.
In order to discuss quantitative behavior let P D,h denote the probability that the algorithm detects a halftone pixel given that the ground truth labeling for the pixel is halftone. Similarly let P D,n denote the probability that the algorithm detects a non-halftone pixel given that the ground truth labeling for the pixel is non-halftone. The conditional false alarm or miss probabilities are one minus these probabilities. The overall detection probability P D is then given by P D,h times the number of ground truth halftone pixels plus P D,n times the number of ground truth non-halftone Finally note that the labeling stage is designed to be used in conjunction with the enhancement of Section 2.2 in a very low complexity environment. Many of the identified issues, as well as the mistakes over very small regions, can be corrected if one is willing to resort to region completion and other more elaborate techniques. However, for our ultimate goal of simple error tolerant enhancement in a very low complexity environment, such measures are not necessary.
Enhancement simulation results
The (e) set in Figures 16, 17 , and 18 illustrate the enhancement performance on the earlier examples. These figures are meant for general inspection and to show that there are no catastrophic errors. Note that the enhancement results include no color or gamma correction to accommodate the scanner characteristics. For the scenario presented in this paper, the scanner and printer color corrections are handled jointly within the printing pipeline in order to gain computational savings as alluded to in Section 1.1. Thus, the presented results should not be judged in terms of the correctness and appearance of colors. The (e) set figures also do not include bleed-through removal which will be discussed separately.
Figures 19, 20, and 21 show detailed enhancement performance on the earlier identified problem areas. Figure 19 shows the enhancement results under problems due to Case 1 and Case 3 type errors (compare Figure 19 to the lower right of the halftone region that is at top left in Figure  16 ). Clearly, these errors will only affect enhancement in situations where there is fine text close to halftone regions. As can be seen in the figure even in such cases, thanks to the method utilized in enhancing coarse edges, significant problems are avoided. The similarity in the way enhancement factors are calculated in Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 prevents significant visible differences. We note however that there can be rare occurrences where portions of fine text strokes in such regions may appear blurred if such strokes are not detected in coarse edge detection. Finally Figure 21 shows the performance of the algorithm over Case 5 problems as seen on Figure 18 (b). Observe that the enhancement in Figure 21 (b) is uniform and the transition in halftones is correctly handled. Again the similarity in the way coarse and fine enhancement is designed allows us to avoid noticeable problems. Any visible issues are even further subdued on actual printouts. The algorithm's performance on bleed-through removal applications is illustrated in Figure 22 . The reader should note that the bleed-through is successfully removed and the missed constant tones, pixels labeled as "OTHER" inside and around text regions, do not cause visible problems in the enhanced output.
Computational Complexity
The significant computational complexity required by the algorithm is summarized below for each pixel in each color channel. All operations are on integers with most operations on 8 or fewer bit integers.
The symmetric, separable low pass filtering of Section 2.1.1 needs an add and a multiply for about half the number of taps over rows and over columns (due to the separable filter) for each pixel in each channel. For the mentioned parameters at 600 dpi, this corresponds to 2 × (3 + 1) = 8 additions and multiplies for each pixel in each channel (a final normalizing division or truncation is needed in integer operation). Of course the multiplies are for full resolution operation and the filter can be implemented multiplier-less as well.
Edge detection requires filtering with the filters of Equation (2) and thresholding. The filters are separable and much simpler than the low pass filter. Filtering requires 1 shift, 2 additions, and 1 subtraction. Two filtering computations are carried out per pixel for each color channel and another factor of two comes in for coarse in addition to fine edge detection, yielding 4 shifts, 8 additions, and 4 subtractions.
For the computations in Section 2.1.3, an average of 2N prox + 1 pixels need to be marked with the temporary label in the worst case for each pixel in each channel. We implement the proximity checks using counts over rows and columns. We utilize a single row buffer that stores the count of temporary labels on each column corresponding to the sum over 2N prox + 1 rows. In this fashion the horizontal or vertical proximity check can be reduced to 2 checks for labels and corresponding increment by 1 or decrement by 1 operations (a possible increment to update the buffer for a new row and a possible decrement to subtract the influence of an out of scope row). Hence in the worst case, the total becomes 4 checks for labels and 4 increment/decrement operations for each pixel in each channel.
The counting required for halftone detection in Section 2.1.5 is implemented in two stages as counts over N h,row rows in each column followed by a count over columns. Similar to proximity check calculations, we utilize a one row buffer to store the counts over rows for each column resulting in 2 increment/decrement operations and 2 label checks. Counting over columns adds 2 addition/subtraction operations which is carried out for the three counting neighborhoods of Section 2.1.5. We thus have a total of 2 increment/decrement operations and 3×2 = 6 addition/subtraction operations for each pixel in each channel.
Edge enhancement of Sections 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 requires 2 additions and 1 multiplication, which can be done with via a shift depending on λ. In the enhancement of coarse edges the filter of Equation (11) requires 2 additions and a shift over rows as well as columns. Hence worst case edge enhancement needs 6 additions, 2 shifts, and 2 multiplies per edge pixel, in each color channel. Depending on the normalization method a normalizing division may also be performed for each edge pixel, in each color channel.
It can be seen from the above that the main portion of the algorithm requires on the order of 10 multiply and 30 addition/subtraction operations for each pixel in each channel. The bulk of this computation comes from low pass filtering and edge detection. The reader should note that any technique that accomplishes descreening on input data needs to be prepared for per pixel low pass filtering. Similarly for even modest quality in a copier pipeline, at least some edge detection and enhancement is necessary. Hence, the computational resources added by our algorithm over a "baseline" algorithm are those needed by a secondary edge detection and halftone detection. This is on the order of 10 addition/subtraction and 6 increment/decrement operations and corresponds to about 25% increase in computation over the most naive scanner-side algorithm in a copier pipeline.
For applications requiring bleed-through removal, constant-tone detection is also implemented with a row buffer that stores calculations over columns. Squares for variances, etc., are implemented via lookup tables resulting in 1 add and 1 subtract each for the mean and the variance. Calculations for each neighborhood add 1 add and 1 subtract each for the mean and variance followed by a mean normalizing multiply and a subtraction. The total computation comes to 3 × (2 × 2) = 12 addition/subtraction operations plus 2 multiplies and 2 subtractions for each pixel in each channel. The luminance-like index calculation in the simple bleed-through removal of Section 2.2.4 requires 2 additions and a normalization per pixel. Histogram accumulations further require an addition per pixel, for each color channel. Final histogram normalization, averaging, and segmentation are carried out on a row by row basis. Thus carrying out our simple bleed-through further requires on the order of 20 addition/subtraction and 3 multiplication operations, making our full algorithm require about 60% more computation over the most naive scanner-side algorithm in a copier pipeline.
Observe that further computations in the copier pipeline such as color correction and halftoning require significant computation. Hence the practical computational complexity added by the incorporation of our algorithm is typically an even smaller percentage of the overall computational complexity. Finally, note that, while not required in all implementations this section has advocated the use of three extra row buffers for computational purposes. Strictly speaking this raises the memory requirements of the algorithm by another .8% (see Section 1.1 for memory requirements), bringing the total memory requirements to approximately 1.5% of full page memory.
Conclusion
We proposed a multiresolutional, single pass algorithm that accomplishes segmentation and enhancement of compound documents under very low computational complexity and memory requirements. The algorithm is particularly applicable in high resolution operation over compound multilingual documents containing text with fine strokes and halftone regions of arbitrary size and shape. The algorithm is scalable and provides high halftone detection probabilities. The enhancement stage of the algorithm is designed to operate jointly with the labeling stage, and provides robust operation even under labeling mistakes. With a banded architecture and the sharing of computations between stages, the algorithm provides significant functionality at a very low computational, memory, and memory-bandwidth complexity. Probability of detection given halftone ground truth is 98.5% (probability of miss is 1.5%). Probability of detection given non-halftone ground truth is 96.0% (probability of miss is 4.0%). Overall detection probability is 97.0%. Probability of detection given halftone ground truth is 97.4% (probability of miss is 2.6%). Probability of detection given non-halftone ground truth is 98.6% (probability of miss is 1.4%). Overall detection probability is 98.4%. Probability of detection given halftone ground truth is 97.7% (probability of miss is 2.3%). Probability of detection given non-halftone ground truth is 97.8% (probability of miss is 2.2%). Overall detection probability is 97.8%. Figure 18 . Left column depicts the originals, middle column enhanced documents with bleed-through removal, and the right column shows the obtained labels.
